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NEW RUHR TARGET BOMBED

Hagen, an industrial town of 150,000 inhabitants about 12 miles
south of Dortmund, was attacked by Bomber Command last night. It is

one of the few large towns in the Ruhr area not previously damaged by
bombin'.

It is shaped like a. three-pointed star, with most of its big
factories lying in the north and south-west. Industrially it is

important for two reasons - it is the headquarters of the Largest sub-
marine accumulator manufacturers in Germany, the Accumulatoren-Fabrik

Co., and it also produces large quantities of high-grade steel, which in

Germany is in very short supply. Bomber Command attacked another centre

of high-grade steel production at Bochum on the night of September 29*

Thick cloud over most of the route hampered the defences. Few

night fighters were seenbut, as the bombers approached the Ruhr, its
hundreds of searchlights and guns went into action, "We saw the Ruhr
defences at work”, said Pilot-Officer G.P. Godwin, a Lancaster pilot
from Melbourne, "but Hagen itself seemed to have been left almost

undefended. There were some searchlights and a, few heavy guns hart a

crack at us; otherwise we had nothing to worry about."

At zero hour, just before 9 o’clock, the first bombs went down.

A pilot who circled the target to make .a special report described
several bi • explosions during the attack, "The first occurred almost

immediately the first bombs had gone", he said, "Then there were
two more in fairly rapid succession. We dropped, our bombs and then,
as we were leaving the target, there was still another explosion. It

gave off a prolonged blue flash and was so vivid that it almost blinded
us". There was .a fifth explosion an the attack ended. One pilot
suggested that a power station had been hit, He noticed that almost

immediately after the blue flash all the searchlights suddenly went out.

Fires had spread rapidly end by the end of the attack at 9.20
the smoke was reported up to a great height. One of the few combats

was "between a Lancaster and Ju. 88. The enemy attacked just as the

bomber reached Hagen, and the mid-upper and rear-gunners of the
Lancaster both fired at it. Smoke came from the Junkers it climbed

steeply for a. moment, rolled over and then dived helplessly, Burning,
it was seen to hit the ground.


